In developing India, we faced with the problems of infrastructure and shelter to due to increasing migration rate from rural India to urban India. As per government data more than 2 million low cost houses required for peoples, but for this very huge fund required which is not possible for government, so Public-Private Partnership (PPP) is right approach to address this problem.PPP is very broadly use for infrastructure project but this concept is not use in private housing project. Private Private Partnership have now become a preferred approach for inter firm business relations. As there are good business and accounting reasons to create Private Privat Partnership with a company that has complementary capabilities and resources This paper focusing to find out different parameters which is useful for PPP in real estate for private firm .
INTRODUCTION
In developing India, we are faced the problems of infrastructure and shelter to accommodate growing migration of the people to urban areas because of manufacturing industry growth.
Because when manufacturing industry growth increases the real estate growth also increase day by day. As per government there is a shortage of more than 2 million houses mostly in low income group category, but for construction of such kind of homes this very huge fund required which is not possible for government, so Public-Private Partnership (PPP) is right approach to address this problem.PPP is very broadly use for infrastructure project but this concept is not use in private housing project. So new concept that is Private Private Partnership is introduced to fulfill the need. We can also say use term Joint venture as a Private Private Partnership. A joint venture is a contractual business between two or more parties. It is similar to a ISSN: 0971-1260 Vol-22-Issue-4-October-December-2019 P a g e | 395
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Individuals or companies choose to enter in Private Private Partnership in order to inter transfer of the it strengths, reduce risks, and increase healthy competition in the market.
Here we need to understand the concept of Public Private Partnership [PPP] and their all factors which is essential for successful implementation of PPP in project, then we can easily find out which factor is feasible for Private Private Partnership for construction firm. When we say construction firm it means construction firm for Real estate as well as Infrastructure project.
There is a wide scope for use of PPP Model in various areas of construction industry. But the success is depends on in its correct way of implementation. Therefore, it's a need to find out the best practices in use of PPP Model. This can only be happen through analytical and critical studies of previous, existing and ongoing projects
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LITERATURE SURVEY
The Tharun Shastry L says, PPP refers to a form of a contract between the public and the private sector for a specific duration in order to facilitate projects that require a huge capital outlay. As per this paper public authorities can consider PPP arrangements in any of the following circumstances. When:
 Financial resources are limited or expertise of the public sector alone.
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 There is support from users for the involvement of a private partner.
 An opportunity increase for competition among prospective private partners.
 There are no regulatory or legislative prohibitions to involving a private partner in the provision of a project.
 The cost of the project can be recovered through the implementation of user fees.
 The project provides an opportunity for innovation. It should be noted, however, that the answer is neither straightforward nor easy to provide. In this paper, therefore, the scope is limited to a macro statistical analysis of published work in selected journals. We hope to be able to present a more elaborated analysis of the matter in the not too distant future. The researcher categorize PPP paper topic in following manner, ISSN: 0971-1260 Vol-22-Issue-4-October-December-2019 P a g e | 397
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PUBLIC PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP [PPP]
PPP's broadly refer to long-term, contractual partnerships between the public and private sector agencies, specifically targeted towards financing, designing, implementing, and operating infrastructure facilities and services that were traditionally provided by the public sector.
Characteristics of PPP
A PPP commonly has a combination of all or some of the following characteristics:
1) The public agency defines the quality and quantity of services, and the 2) Time frame in which the services are to be delivered;
3) The private sector entity is responsible for delivering the defined services, while the public agency is involved in regulation and procurement of such services;
4) The long-term relationship involved is normally between 10 and 30 years; 5) Responsibilities and risks involved in the relationship are allocated to the party best able to manage them;  Changes in title/lease rights;
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN JV AND PRIVATE PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP
 Insolvency of developer/service provider;
CRITICAL SUCCESS PARAMETERS FOR PPP
Following are the factors is important for PPP
General Factors Contractual Factors Governing Factors Supporting Factors
Favorable The success factors is depends on type of Project and revenues which we get from the project.
